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Better indoor air quality makes a difference — and we can help.
Talk with an Alerton expert to arrange an executive briefing.
hwll.co/AlertonContactUs

Your school’s air quality impacts your educational mission, and should be checked frequently 
to help comply with industry regulations and guidelines. Alerton building management 
systems and services can help you maintain optimal indoor air quality to support an 
open and comfortable learning environment, while also managing energy use.

MAKE BUILDING AIR QUALITY
A KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

CHECKLIST:  MANAGING INDOOR AIR QUALITY FOR SCHOOLS

Maintain Air Flow 
Maintaining sufficient fresh-air exchange can support better comfort for students and staff.  
We can help bring in the right amount of fresh air based on occupancy and environmental  
conditions, while also helping you meet school-building regulations.

Control Temperature
Maintaining the proper climate in your building improves occupant comfort and well-being.  
Our wall modules and commercial thermostats make it easy to manage conditions in your schools.

Balance Humidity
Abnormal humidity levels can foster an unhealthy environment for students and staff. Humidity 
sensors can help manage and maintain comfortable humidity levels for your school building.

Integrate Building Systems, Cost-Effectively
Optimize building operations with improved data speed. With our VAV IP Controllers, schools 
are a part of an IP network, making their HVAC systems more capable and better protected 
than ever before. Smarter VAV control help you achieve smarter automation and better 
cybersecurity. Our latest generation of VAV IP Controllers are your shortcut to smart VAV control.

Monitor and Control Your Site Remotely
Simplify facility management with cloud-based control that lets you monitor and manage building  
operations from virtually anywhere, even off-site and after hours. Get alerts and respond faster  
from mobile devices, centralize control of multiple sites, and make consistent operations more  
convenient to maintain throughout the year.

Review the Latest ASHRAE Guidelines

http://www.alerton.com
http://hwll.co/AlertonContactUs
https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/resources
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